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ABSOLUTELY DIVERGENT SERIES AND
ISOMORPHISM OF SUBSPACES II

WILLIAM H. RUCKLE

The following relations between a Banach space E and a
Banach space X are, roughly speaking, generalizations of the
relation "E is a closed subspace of X."

(LIX) The finite dimensional subspaces of E are uni-
formly isomorphic to subspaces of X under isomorphisms which
extend to all of E without increase of norm.

(SpX) Finite rank mappings from any Banach space into
E can be uniformly factored through subspaces of X.

(ASX) The continuous linear mappings from E into X
distinguish the absolutely summing mappings from any Banach
space into E.

(SIX) For each absolutely divergent series Σnxn in E there
is a continuous linear mapping T from E into X such that Σπ Txn

diverges absolutely.
Our main result is that these four conditions are equivalent

if X contains a subspace isomorphic to A[X] where A is a
normal BK-space. A related result of some interest is that the
class of continuous linear mappings which factor through spaces
which contain a complemented copy of A[X] forms a Banach
operator ideal.

The consideration of the above relations continues the theme begun
in [2] and [7]. A similar result to our main result is proven in [7] under a
different assumption on the space X — an isometric assumption. We do
not know whether the hypothesis on X in the present paper is strictly
weaker than that in the previous paper. But in this case it is an
isomorphic assumption and easier to verify. For example, it is satisfied
by any space with a symmetric basis.

1. Some prerequisites. A. Sequence spaces. The space
of all sequences of scalars (sf) (real or complex) with the product topology
is denoted by ω. The subspace of ω which contains all sequences which
are eventually 0 is denoted by φ. A Banach space λ of sequences is
called a BK-space if the inclusion from λ into ω is continuous. A space
of sequences λ is called normal if whenever (st) is in and (ίf) is in m, the
Bi£-space of bounded sequences it follows that (ttst) is also in A. It is
known that if A is a BK space there is an equivalent norm || || on A for
which
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for (u) in m.
If λ is any set of sequences λα consists of all sequences (ί,) such that

(ttst) is in 1 for each (s}) in A. Here 1 denotes the RK-space of all
sequences (w,) such that Σ, | ux \ < <». If A is a normal BK-space in which
φ is dense then Aα is isomorphic to the topological dual space of A by
means of the correspondence of / in A' to (f(en)) in Aα. Here en denotes
the sequence with 1 in the nth place and 0's elsewhere. The closed unit
ball Uk« of Aα for A a normal BK space is equal to the set of all (4) in ω
such that IΣ .̂5, | ^ 1 for each (5,) in φ with ||(Si)||A = 1. Therefore, (7λ« is
compact in ω. For A a normal BK space and X any Banach space A [X]
denotes the space of all sequences (xn) in X such that (||xn||x) is in
A. With the norm

λ[X] is known to be a Banach space. The closed linear span of φ in m
consists of all sequences which converge to 0 and is denoted by
c0. References: [5], [6], [7].

B. Operator ideals. Let L denote the class of all continuous linear
mappings between Banach spaces. For two Banach spaces E and F let
L(E,F) denote the space of all continuous linear mappings between E
and F. A subclass si of L is called an operator ideal if it is closed under
sums and by multiplication on the left and right by members of L where
multiplication and addition is restricted to pairs of operators for which
these operations are meaningful. An operator ideal si is called a
Banach operator ideal if there is a nonnegative correspondence a defined
on si such that

(1) For every pair E, F, st(E, F) = {M(ΛL (£, F)) is a Banach space
with norm a.

(2) α(SΓ)^α(S) | |Γ | | if S ε ^ ( F , G ) , TEL(E,F).
(3) α(SΓ)^ | jS | |α(T) if SGL(F,G), TEa(E,F).

Here || || denotes the uniform operator. With the uniform operator
topology, L is a Banach operator ideal. Let U(E,F) denote the unit
ball of L(E,F) with the uniform norm.

The class 3* of finite rank mappings between Banach spaces is an
operator ideal. Every finite rank mapping T from E to F has a
nonunique representation
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with each x[ in E' the topological dual space of E and each y, in F If
E = F the number

does not depend on the representation of Γ; it is called the trace of T.
In this paper we shall refer to the following three operator ideals:
(1) The class int of all integral mappings between Banach

spaces. A mapping T in L(E, F) is integral if there is K > 0 such that

\tτ(ST)\£K\\S\\ S

The norm on L(E,F) is given by

(2) The class N of nuclear mappings. A mapping T in L(E, F) is
nuclear if Γ = ΣΓ=iT| has rank one and ΣΓ=i|| JΠ||<<». The norm on
N(JB, F) is given by

N = i n f ί J | | η | | : Σ 7 > Γ, each Γ, has rank one}.

(3) The class AS of absolutely summing mappings. A mapping T
in L(E,F) is absolutely summing if

Σ\\τχn\\
n

whenever

The norm on ΛS(JB, F) is given by

\\T\\AS = s u p f 2 i |Γx n | | : Σ \x'(Xn)\Sl Vx'E u

Here UE denotes the unit ball in E'.
References: [1], [4], [8].

2. Mappings which factor through X . For X a Banach
space let (X) denote the class of all continuous linear mappings which
factor through X. That is, a mapping T in L(E, F) is in (X) if T = TλT2
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where Tλ is in L(X, F) and T2 is in L(E, X). One can show that (X) is an
operator ideal if and only if X x X is isomorphic to a complemented
subspace of X.

For X a Banach space and (/n) a sequence of scalars the sequence
(tnxn) is in l[X] for all (xn) in m[X] if and only if (tn) is in /. We denote
by diag(X) the collection of all such scalar diagonal mappings from
m[X) to l[X].

2.1. PROPOSITION. The smallest Banach operator ideal which con-
tains (X) is equal to the class of all T in L which have as a factor a
mapping from diag(X). In other words, T in L(E,F) is in this ideal if
and only if

T=

where T2 is in L(E, m[X]), Δ is in diag(X) and Tx is in L(/[X],F).

Proof. Let {X} denote the smallest Banach operator ideal which
contains (X). We first show that T in L (Έ, F) is in {X} if and only if

(2 i) τ = Σsnvn Σllsj | | |κ| |<~
n n

where each Sn is in L{X,F) and each Vn is in L(E, X). It is a routine
task to verify that the class [X] of all such mappings does form a Banach
operator ideal with the norm

and it is clear that [X] contains (X) and hence {X}.
On the other hand, for each 5 in L(X, F) the correspondence V to

SV is a continuous linear mapping from L (E, X) into {X}(£, F) so that

sup{||5V||w: V e t / ( £ , X ) } < ^

by the Uniform Boundedness Principle. A second application of this
principle shows that the set

{SV: V G U(E, X), S G U(X, F)}

is bounded in {X}. Thus if

Σ ! | S J | | | K | | < ^ 5nGL(X,F), VnGL(£,X)
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it follows that

Therefore, every T of the form (2.1) is in {X}.
If T has the form (3.1) let tn = \\Sn \\\\ Vn\\ for each n. Define T2 in

L(E,m[X]) by

T2x=(Vn(x)/\\Vn\\),

Δ from m[X] into l(X) by

and Γi from l[X] into F by

Then T= T}ΔT2 where Δ is in diag(X). On the other hand we can
verify that every mapping T of the form T = TλΔT2 has the form (2.1) by
a routine inversion of the above argument.

The following theorem is proven in [3].

2.2. THEOREM. Let λ be a normal BK-space containing φ. For
each sequence (rn) in I1 we can find sequences (sn) in A° (the closure of φ
in S) and (tn) in λaO such that sntn — rn for all n.

2.3. THEOREM. If X contains a complemented subspace isomorphic
to λ[X] for A a normal BK-space containing φ then (X) is a Banach
operator ideal ((X) = {X})

Proof. Given T in {X}(E, F) we show that T factors through
X. Since A [X] is complemented in X it suffices to show that T factors
through A[X]. By Proposition 2.1 there are Γ, in L(/2[X],F), T2 in
L(£, m[X]) and (rn) in / such that

Tx = Σ rnTxT2x xGE.

We may assume that rn = 0 for all n. By Theorem 2.2 there is (sn) in A
and (tn) in Aα such that sntn = rn for all n. Define R2 from m[X] into
A[X] by
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R2(un) = (snun)

and Rι from λ[X] into l[X] by

Ri(υn) = (tnvn).

Then T= TιRiR2T3 so T factors through λ[X].

2.4. COROLLARY. //A is a symmetric BK space then (λ[X]) is an
ideal for every Banach space X.

Proof If A is a symmetric BK space it is not hard to show that
A[λ[X]] is isomorphic to λ[X].

The following fact is needed later.

2.5. PROPOSITION. // λ is a normal BK-space then there is K > 0
such that for each (tn) in I we can find (un) in λ, (vn) in λa with
(unvn) = (tn) such that

(2-2) Uun)U(vn)\l^KΣ\tn\.
n

Proof. Let l/j denote the closed unit ball in λαα and U2 the closed
unit ball in λa. Then both Uι and U2 are compact in ω so UXU2 is
compact in ω and thus closed in /. Since λ α α λ α D λλα = / it follows that
U*=i nUi U2 - I Using the Baire Category Theorem we can find r > 0
such that rU C Uλ U2 where U denotes the unit ball of /.

Given (tn) in / and e > 0 let (rn) in c0 and (sn) in / be such that
( Γ Λ ) = (tn) for each n and | rn \ ̂  1 for all n and Σn\sn\^Σn\tn\ + e. Let
(u'n) in λαα and (vn) in λα be such that

(u'nvH) = (sn) \\(u'n)\\\\(vn)\\£l/r.

For each (wn) in φ, (wnu 'n) is in φ. Since c0 is the closure of φ in m, (rnu
 f

n)
is in the closure of φ in λαα so (rnu'n) is in A. Since λαα is normal

where C depends only on the norm on λ. Thus we have

(rnu'nυn) = (rnsn) = (tn)

and
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Since this inequality holds for all e > 0, (2.2) holds with K = C/r.

3. Local immersion and series immersion.

3.1. DEFINITION. A normed space E is said to be locally immersed
in a normed space X if the following condition holds:

(LIX) There is a number K > 0 such that for each finite dimen-
sional subspace G of E there is a continuous linear mapping T in
U(E, X) such that

| |Γx | | ^K | | χ | | χ<ΞG.

3.2. PROPOSITION. The following property ("splits through X") is
equivalent to (LIX).

(SpX) There is K g 1 such that each finite rank mapping from a
normed space D to E can be factored

v = vλv2v,-\\vλ\\\\V2\\\\vΛ^κ\\v\\

with V3 in L{D, JE), V2 in L(E, Y) where Y is a closed subspace of X and
Vb in L(Y,E).

Proof. (SpX) φ (LIX). Let V denote the inclusion map from G
into E, and let V,, V2, V, satisfy (SpX). If Γ = V2V3/|| V2V3|| then
|| Til = 1, and for each x in G we have

(LIX) => (SpX). Let G = V(D), V3 = V and V2 = T where Γ is
given by (LIX). Let Y = T(G) and define V3 on Y by V3y = x if
Tx = y. Then

V=V,V2V3 and || V,|||| V2|||| V3||=i K\\ V\\.
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3.3. DEFINITION. A normed space E is said to be series immersed
in a normed space X if the following statement holds:

(SIX) For each absolutely divergent series Σnxn in E there is T in
L(JE, F) such that ΣnTxn diverges absolutely.

We omit the proof of the following statement which is known [8].

3.4. LEMMA. For T a continuous linear mapping from c0 into a
normed space E the following statements are equivalent:

(a) T is nuclear
(b) T is integral;
(c) T is absolutely summing;
(d) Σn\\Ten\\<*>.

3.5. PROPOSITION. For E and X arbitrary Banach spaces the fol-
lowing conditions are equivalent to (SIX) and thus [7] implied by (LIX).

(ASX) For every Banach space D a mapping T in L(D,E) is
absolutely summing if ST is absolutely summing for all S in L(E, X).

(ASX)o The same statement as (a) with D = c0.

Proof (SIX) φ (ASX). Suppose T in L(D,E) is not absolutely
summing. Then there is a weakly absolutely summable series Σnxn in D
such that Σn || Txn || = oo. By (SIX) there is 5 in L(E,X) such that
Σn \\STxn || = oo so that ST is not absolutely summing.

(ASX) φ (ASX)o. Clear.

(SIX). Suppose Σnxn is a series in E with Σn\\xn\\ =
oo. If Σnxn is not weakly absolutely summable it is easy to find T in
L(£, X) such that Σn || Txn || = oo where Γ has rank one. If Σnxn is
weakly absolutely summable define T from c0 into £ by

By 3.4, T is not absolutely summing because Σn || Ύen || = Σn \xn || = oo so by
(ASX)o there is 5 in L(E,X) such that ST is not absolutely
summing. Consequently by 3.4,

3.6. PROPOSITION. For Banach spaces E and X the following
condition is implied by (LIX) and implies (SIX):
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(intX) A mapping T from a Banach space D into E is integral if
ST is integral for all S in L(E, Y) as Y ranges over the closed subspaces
of X

Proof. (LIX) φ (int X). Suppose ST is integral for all 5 in
L(£, Y). We first show there is M > 0 such that

(3.1) sup{ HI ST HI: S G U(E, Y), Y is a closed subspace of X] ^ M

Let °ίJ denote the set of all closed subspaces Y of X. Let ZX(°U) denote
the Banach space of all indexed families (S y ) y e ^ where Sγ iβ in L(E, Y)
and supy \\SY|| = ||(Sy)||<°°. Let Z s ^ ) denote the Banach space of all
indexed families {Vγ)γ^ where Vγ is in int(D, Y) and supy ||| Vγ \\\ =
III (^v) III < °° The correspondence ( 5 y ) y e ^ ->(SγT)YξΞ® determines a
linear mapping from Zx(°tJ) into Z2{^) which is continuous by the Closed
Graph Theorem. There is thus M > 0 such that

which proves (3.1).
If 5 is a finite rank mapping in L{E,D) let V denote the inclusion

from TS(£) into E. By (SpX), V - V, V2 V3 with V3 in L(TS(E), E), T2

in L(f, Y) where Y is a subspace of X, V, is in L(Y,E) and
|| v,|| || V2\\ I V3|| ^ K. Thus we have

which shows T is integral.

(intX) => (SIX) by Lemma 3.4 and Proposition 3.5.

Notice the connection of the following statement with the results of

§2.

3.7. PROPOSITION. The normed space E is series immersed in the
Banach space X if and only if the following condition holds:

(diag X) There is M > 0 such that for each finite dimensional
subspace F of E one can find a mapping R from E into m[X] and a
mapping A in diag(X) such that

\\ARx\\^\\x\\forxinE

M\\ARx\\^\\x\\forxinF.
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Proof. (diagX)Φ (SIX). If Σπ || 7JCΠ || < « for all T in L(E,X)
then there is K > 0 such that Σn || Txn || ^ K \\ T || for each T in L (£, X) by
the Uniform Boundedness Principle. For /c a fixed positive integer let JR
and Δ satisfy (diagX) for the finite dimensional subspace spanned by
{JCI, JC2, * *,**}. There is a bounded sequence {T) in L(JB, X),such that
Rx = (Ttx) and a sequence ί, ( = 0) in / such that Δ(y,) = (tιyι). Since
||ΔJ?JC || ^ || x || for x in E it follows that Σ.r. || 7]|| ̂  1. Thus we have

Since M and iί are independent of /c, Σn | |xn | |<oo.

(SIX) Φ (intX). We proceed as in [2]. Let σ(E) consist of all
sequences (xn) in E such that Σn || Txn \\ < & for all T in L(E, X). Then
σ(E) is a Banach space with the norm

If (SIX) holds σ(E)= l[E] so there is M ' > 0 such that

for all (xn) in l[E]. From this one concludes that for (xn) in l[E]

(3.2) 2 ||xJ|^(M/2)sup{Σ φn(Txn): φn EU°X,TE U(E,X)\.
n I n J

The topological dual space of l[E] can be represented by m [£'] with
duality given by the bilinear form

From (3.2) it follows that the unit ball of m[£s'] is contained in the
w*-closed convex cover of sequences having the form (Mf/2)(T'φj)
where || T | | ^ 1 and ||φ71| ^ 1 for each /.

For any finite subset A = {xu x2, * , xk) of E not containing 0, let
η = (x'u xr

2, - - , x'h 0, 0, •) be such that x'n(xn) = \\xn\\ and x'n= 1 for

n = 1,2, , k. By the preceding paragraph we can find Tu , Tr in
U(E,X)9 cu , cr S 0 with Σί=iC, = 1 and (φi;)JLi i = 1,2, , r with each
<pij in the unit ball of X' such that
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\(η -Σ c,(MΊ2)(Γ,φil),xnen)\
ι = l

( 3 J ) <(l/2)min{ | |* B | | :n = 1,2, ••-,*}

for each n = 1,2, , k. Here xnen is the sequence with xn in the nth
place and O's elsewhere. From (4.2) we see that for each n

< (1/2)1 *„ II
1 = 1

from which it follows that

M ' Σ CJIΓ^II^M'Σ ct\r^m(xn)\

^ ' ' >\\xn || for n = 1,2, , ίc.

If F is a finite dimensional subspace of E let Λ be a (2M')~!-net for
the unit sphere of F. If Tu T2, , Tr and c b c2, , cΓ satisfy (3.4) define
JR from E into m[X] by

and Δ from m[X] into l[X] by

(ciy,, •• ,cΓyn0,0,

Then ||ΔjRjt| |^| |jt| | for x in E since | |71 | |^1 for each / and Σ j c J ^
1. For x in F with || JC || = 1 there is y in A with || JC - y || < (2M'yι so that

Therefore, the second inequality of (diagX) holds with M = (2M')~\

3.8. THEOREM. Let X be a Banach space which contains a sub-
space isomorphic to λ[X] where A is a normal BK-space. For E any
Banach space the following statements are equivalent:

(SIX), (LIX), (ASX), (intX).

Proof. (SIX) φ (LIX). It suffices to prove that E is locally im-
mersed in λ[X]. Given F a finite dimensional subspace of E let R and
Δ be determined by (diagX) of Proposition 3.7.

If Δ(yΛ) = (tnyn) for (yn) in m[X] let ίn = unvn where (MΠ) is in A, (vn)
is in Aα and
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IKiOMi, \\(vn)l^κ

where K depends only on A (Proposition 2.5). If Rx = (Rnx) for x in E
define T from E into λ [X] by

Tx = (unRnx).

Since || ( M J H Λ ^ I

|| Tx | |λ [ x ] = I K H I I ^ X | |)| |Λ ^ s u P n | |R n x IIIKIOHA =§ 1.

For x in F

\\Tx\\λ[x]^\\(\\unRnx\\)\\λ^K-ιΣvJunRnx\\

since the function defined by/(($„)) = Σnuπ.sn is in λ ' a n d | | / | | ^ K Thus

\\Tx\\λ[x]^K-ιΣvn\\unRnx\\

tn\\Rnx\\)\\ι

Therefore, E is locally immersed in X.
(LIX) Φ> (ASX) by Proposition 3.5.
(LIX) Φ (intX) φ (SIX) by Proposition 3.6.
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